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‘What good looks like’

Satisfactory

‘no concerns 
about audit quality 
although the QAD 
may identify some 
minor improvement 

points’



‘What good looks like’

Ground rules

• To help auditors 
produce audit files 
that will stand up to 
scrutiny

• To encourage 
auditors to respond 
to the circumstances

• No gold plating



‘What good looks like’

Focus areas

• Not PIEs

• Entities without 
sophisticated 
governance 
structures

• COVID19 and 
beyond



Going concern – cradle to grave

Risk assessment

•understanding the entity

•analytical procedures

•discussions with management

•management bias

•fraud risk

Audit team discussion

•scepticism

•fraud

•understanding the entity

Designing audit 
procedures

•scepticism

•unbiased testing

•going concern basis

•material uncertainties

Evaluating audit 
evidence

•corroboration

•contradictory evidence 

•third party evidence

•challenge and scepticism

Going concern 
disclosures

•accounting framework

•review

•independence

Independent review

•second partner review

•technical review

Completion

•management representations

•communicating to TCWG

•final evaluation and 
conclusions

•partner involvement

Audit report

•going concern conclusions

•material uncertainty

•modified opinions

Monitoring

•cold file review 

•root cause analysis

Documentation



Introduction to the case studies

Approach

• Realistic scenarios

• Demonstrate current 
expectations when 
auditing going concern

• Not based on any 
specific methodology

• Not to be copied and 
pasted!

• Each case study has a 
different focus



Focus on documentation

Health warning!

‘It is important how these 
examples are portrayed 
as there is no silver bullet 
as to precisely what good 
looks like. It is very 
dependent on the unique 
circumstances of every 
entity and needs the 
appropriate exercise of 
professional judgment in 
applying ISA 
requirements.’



Case Study 2
WINCHESTER LTD
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Winchester Ltd – extract from planning 
memo



Winchester Ltd – risk assessment



Winchester Ltd – management bias



Winchester Ltd – evaluation of 
management’s going concern 
assessment







Winchester Ltd – documentation



Winchester Ltd - documentation

Initial risk 
assessment

Changing 
circumstances

Final 
documentation

Document the 
journey

Be clear what 
the final 

position is



Winchester Ltd – second partner 
review


